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Competing with Cats

Being effective at social media, whether for business or 
personal use, means capturing people who have short 

attention spans. They're only a click away from a picture 
of a funny cat, so you have to make your thing more 
compelling than that cat. And that can be a high bar.

              Alexis Ohanian





A Brief Overview

What is social media?

Advantages

Dangers

How we can play a role in becoming content curators 

(especially as Google has 14 million “funny cat” images and videos)







Social Media Assessment


It takes discipline not to let social media steal your time.

            Alexis Ohanian


Why it is a very good idea to do 
a social media assessment





Promotion and Selling
- Promotion using Facebook, Twitter, Flickr Commons and Historypin
- Cultural/Heritage Grant Recipients 

Advocacy
- Case Study: Mitchell Library

Education
- Podcasting

Community Engagement
- Grants (Osborne Collection)
- Birth Certificate

Part II - Outline



Facebook, Twitter and the RAHS

-  Profile, Page or Group?
-  Daily posts on events and news
-  Peak viewing times (3pm-9pm)
-  Direct to the RAHS website
-  Load content there via URL



Facebook and Twitter benefits

-  Profile raising
-  Membership
-  Event numbers 



Posting

-  Screen shot images <1MB
-  Link to website
-  Standard, consistent post structure 



Facebook and Twitter

-  Ask Questions
-  Comments, �Likes� and �Retweets�
-  Opinions
-  Commitment 



Flickr and Flickr Commons

-  Introduction to Flickr/Flickr Commons
-  Copyright – RAHS Statement



Flickr Commons and the RAHS

-  Images and Albums



Flickr Commons and the RAHS

-  Using accompanying text



Flickr Commons and the RAHS

-  Tags



Historypin

-  What is it?
-  How we use it
-  Future plans







Historypin ‘Pin of the Day’

Peters Ice Cream Float: �Australia's March to Nationhood�, January 1938 [RAHS Collection]





Cultural/Heritage Grant Recipients

-  Adel Briggs
-  Flickr Commons and Historypin



Advocacy

Case Study: 
Mitchell Library



Education

Podcasting 
-  Introduction and Background
-  Connecting with regional members
-  Support for historians
-  Two-way promotion

 www.rahs.org.au/podcasts




Podcasting

Recording Process
-  Rode Podcaster Microphone to computer
-  Audio Editing using Audacity
-  Zoom microphones




Podcasting

-  Editing
-  Incorporating slides and images
-  iMovie and Vimeo


 






Community Engagement
Grants – RAHS/Osborne Collection

-  Seek support
-  Encourage audiences
-  Promote lectures

 


‘Macquarie Place’ c.1930s [RAHS/Osborne Collection]



Birth Certificate

 





